
BIONIC CYBER

Our Services:

Superpowers for Security Teams.

SOC Build and Assessment

Waste and
inefficiency
Poor security
transparency
Cyber talent
shortage
Stagnation
and burnout

Training and Advising

bioniccyber.com 703.868.4387sales@bioniccyber.com

Standards-aligned triage and
investigation, incident response, threat
hunting, case management, and
quality measurement

Hands-on instruction and coaching by
certified experts with decades of
experience in security operations 

PROBLEMS 
WE SOLVE:

Continuous SOC Improvement
via ARM Platform

Collaborative automation and
advanced analytics to arm your team
with real-time insights and
recommendations, fully integrated
with your existing toolset

Contact us for a consultation

We have defended the most highly targeted networks in
the world, and we bring that same level of operational
excellence to our clients. Whether you are building new
capabilities or seeking to elevate your existing team, we
can deliver training, assessment, and automation
solutions to outmatch any adversary on the planet.



SECURITY
OPERATIONS
TRAINING

Customized training to
empower your team.

Superpowers for Security Teams.

Expertise

Security monitoring
and analysis
Incident response
SOC management
Security assessment
Security technology
and engineering
Threat intelligence
and hunting
SOC automation

Proven Track Record

bioniccyber.com 703.868.4387sales@bioniccyber.com

Training by SANS certified
instructors and practitioners with
decades of real world experience.

Our clients span a diverse range of
industries, including government,
finance, media, and entertainment.

FOCUS AREAS

Flexible Approach

We deliver training on your
schedule and your toolset, working
with your team one-on-one or as a
group to implement secops best
practices in your environment.

Contact us for a consultation



SECURITY
OPERATIONS
ASSESSMENT

Maximizing your return on
security investment.

Superpowers for Security Teams.

Aligned to Industry Standards

Triage and investigation,
incident response,
proactive threat hunting,
and case management
Technical capability and
process maturity
Team knowledge, skills,
and abilities
Security metrics and
continuous improvement

Consultative Approach

bioniccyber.com 703.868.4387sales@bioniccyber.com

Aligned to SOC-CMM, ISO, and
COBIT frameworks and NIST
guidelines

Tailored, highly flexible assessment
approach targeting people, process,
and technology

FOCUS AREAS

Practical Improvements

Achievable recommendations to
measurably improve maturity and
capability

Contact us for a consultation



ASSISTIVE
AUTOMATION

Taking Your SOC to the Next
Level.

Superpowers for Security Teams.

Aligned to Your Team

Triage and investigation,
incident response,
proactive threat hunting,
and case management
Technical capability and
process maturity
Team knowledge, skills,
and abilities
Security metrics and
continuous improvement

Backed by Research

bioniccyber.com 703.868.4387sales@bioniccyber.com

Low overhead, low friction
deployment; works with your
existing team and technologies

Insights based on scientific studies
conducted in SOC and incident
response teams

FOCUS AREAS

Supported by Experience

Recommendations based on
decades of operational experience
building and leading security teams

Contact us for a consultation

A.R.M. Analytics Platform


